Our Mission

ACM-W supports, celebrates, and advocates for the full engagement of all who are interested in Computer Science. Additionally, ACM-W endeavors to increase all aspects of diversity in the technical field by providing a range of programs and services to UCLA students.
Mentorship
Formal Brunch

Dr. Lorraine Fesq
Women Engineering Stayover Program

WESP
WESP

37.78% Did not SIR
62.22% SIR’d

50% of CS/CSE attendees SIR’d

Total

25.3% SIR’d

74.7% Did not SIR

21% of CS/CSE SIR’d

Engineering Open House

50% Did not SIR
50% SIR’d
Distinguished Speaker Series

Maria Klawe and Tsu-Jae King Liu
Corporate Events

• Google Panel
• Intel Coffee Chat
• Hackerfund
Other Events

• Into to Hack Infosession
• Grace Hopper Panel
• Alumnae Dinner
For the Future

- Graduate Student Initiative
- Interclub Collaboration
Thank You